Draft Potential Bottleneck Locations
WILMAPCO Region

Legend/Scoring

* NCC scoring based on 6 criteria:
  1. Daily Traffic Volumes
  2. Volume/Capacity Ratio
  3. Travel Speeds (% Below posted speed)
  4. Daily Truck %
  5. High Truck generating TAZs
  6. Crashes involving trucks

Notes:
- Cecil crash data not available
- Truck trip generation criteria not applied to interstate routes

Significant- Segments with multiple failing criteria. Includes majority of roadways which carry the highest traffic volumes and under heavy congestion pressure.

Moderate- Segments that are experiencing some failing (or near failing) criteria. Criteria varies more widely with some showing failure and some at more modest levels.

Minor- Segments experiencing one or more criteria that are near failing. Most have only a few criteria near failure while others are at acceptable levels.

Scoring based on the average score achieved by calculating the total points divided by the applicable criteria.